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**Input:** directed graph G

Consists of five phases:

1. cycle elimination
2. layer assignment
3. crossing minimization
4. node placement
5. edge routing

we want orthogonal edges!

[Walter, Z., Baumeister, Wolff; GD’20, CGTA’22]
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- distinguish between *left-going* and *right-going* edges

- only edges going in the same direction and overlapping partially in x-dimension can cross twice

  ⇒ induce a vertical order for the horizontal middle segments
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Interval representation: set of intervals

Directional interval graph:

- vertex for each interval
- undirected edge if one interval contains another
- directed edge (towards the right interval) if the intervals overlap partially

Mixed interval graph:

- vertex for each interval
- for each two overlapping intervals: undirected or arbitrarily directed edge
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**Diagram:**
- $v_0$, $v_1$, $v_2$, $v_3$, $v_4$, $v_i$, etc., with coloring $c$. The intervals are ordered along a line, with $v_0$ at one end and $v_i$ at another. The colors are assigned from left to right, with $m$ being the maximum color.
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- Coloring
- $v_i$ is false
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- $o_i^j$
- $s_k$
- $b_i^j$
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- $v_i^{false}$
- upper free strip
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Conclusion and Open Problems

- We have introduced the natural concept of directional interval graphs.

- A simple greedy algorithm colors these graphs optimally in $O(n \log n)$ time.
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